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Automated Double-Frequency Testing Technique for
Mapping Receiver Interference Responses

Vladimir I. Mordachev

Abstract—This paper presents the basic principles of a double-frequency
testing technique for highly informative visualization of the linear and non-
linear interference responses of receivers. The technique is implemented
with an automated double frequency test system (DFTS) built around con-
ventional controlling and measuring equipment. The main advantages of
DFTS are gained by using the principles of raster-like changing of test sig-
nals frequencies combined with visualization of test results as two-dimen-
sional (2-D) raster images of the receiver-under-test double-frequency dia-
grams (or interference response maps). Basic functionalities of the tech-
nique for double-frequency testing, which make possible automated de-
tection and identification of all types of interference in the receiver and
measurement of their parameters, are described. Results of practical im-
plementation of this technique for testing super-high frequency (SHF) re-
ceivers, RF amplifiers (RFA), and diode generator are discussed.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic compatibility, intermodulation paths,
measurements, nonlinear interference, receiver, spurious response.

I. INTRODUCTION

A characteristic feature of reception in severe environments is the
presence of a number of strong signals at the receiver input. These sig-
nals may cause nonlinear effects (blocking, crosstalk, intermodulation,
local oscillator noise conversion), and interference in spurious response
receiver paths. Since local on-board systems (aircraft and ships) and
regional ground-based systems generally must function in severe oper-
ational environments, information about standardized electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) characteristics of receivers (typically frequency
selectivity characteristic, third-order intercept point, 1-dB compression
point, two-signal spurious-free dynamic range, etc.) may be insufficient
for EMC analysis and prediction. Developers of collocated radio sys-
tems usually have to conduct extensive additional research on suscep-
tibility of receivers. This research involves detection and identification
of all possible interference impact paths, evaluation of the interference
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effects at the receiver antenna input and measurement of the path and
interference characteristics.

The technique for double-frequency testing presented in this paper is
a very efficient technique for extracting information about receiver sus-
ceptibility at the antenna input [1]–[3]. Unlike widely used techniques
based on two- and multisignal testing to determine the electromagnetic
compatibility of receivers, this technique permits prompt detection and
identification of all existing linear and nonlinear signal paths that cause
interference at the receiver antenna input. This technique has been ver-
ified over many years of testing by the author as well as by other EMC
engineers and it has proved to be highly informative and efficient [4].
The technique is especially useful at the early development stages since
it enables the EMC engineer to conduct painstaking research in order
to provide detailed data, thus facilitating design decisions.

The technology of “radiolocation” testing of receivers with the use
of the technique for double-frequency testing includes the following
key stages.

1) Detection of all paths and phenomena [which can affect receiver
operation under the conditions of specified (predicted) maximum
signal levels and over all possible input signal frequencies] in-
cluding:

• spurious response paths;
• paths (types) of two-signal intermodulation;
• blocking;
• crosstalk;
• excitation of input stages under the influence of strong

out-of-band signals;
• locking of the local oscillator frequency by an input signal.

2) Identification of spurious response and intermodulation paths as
well as other interference effects detected in the receiver.

3) Measurement of the parameters and characteristics of the pos-
sible interference paths that were detected and identified during
the previous two stages.

During the first test stage, the form and cross-sections of the double-
frequency amplitude characteristic of the receiver-under-test are ana-
lyzed. This characteristic has a dependence

H(f1; f2) = Uout f1; f2
U1in = const:

U2in = const:
(1)

whereUout is the output signal level when two test signals at frequen-
ciesf1 andf2 with levelsU1in; U2in are applied to the receiver input.
This stage is completed by recording and displaying in coordinates
ff1; f2g one or several cross sections of the double-frequency ampli-
tude characteristic

Wi(f1; f2 jUti) = sgnfH(f1; f2)� Utig (2)

at the specified threshold levelsUti; i = 1; 2; � � �, where the labelsgn
means signum function. These levels are selected so that they exceed
the level of the internal noise of the receiver at its output in accordance
with the accepted criteria used for determination of the receiver main
channel sensitivity and are also selected to test the receiver suscepti-
bility due to spurious response paths and nonlinear effects. Recorded
images of cross sections of the double-frequency amplitude character-
istic are, in effect, fragments of the known double-frequency diagram
of the receiver; examples of such diagrams may be found, for example,
in [5] and [6].

The second test stage includes evaluation of the image structure
on the double-frequency diagrams (see (2)) and identification of
each image component. Image components are line segments and for
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coordinatesff1; f2g, the general equation for a single-conversion
receiver is as follows:

k1f1 + k2f2 = kgfg + kintfint

k1; k2 = 0;�1;�2; � � � ; kg = 0; 1; 2; � � � ; kint = �1

minfjk1j + jk2jg = 1; L = jk1j + jk2j (3)

wherefg is the local oscillator voltage frequency,fint is the interme-
diate frequency of the receiver,L is the order of intermodulation oscil-
lation with frequencyk1f1+k2f2 formed by conversion of test signals
due to the receiver-under-test nonlinearity.

The third test stage includes measurements to determine the charac-
teristics and parameters (sensitivity, bandwidth, dynamic range) of the
detected spurious response and intermodulation paths and to charac-
terize the receiver susceptibility to blocking and crosstalk. During this
stage, measurement procedures in accordance with the relevant stan-
dards as well as additional measurement procedures can be carried out.
Also other measurement procedures can be performed in order to ob-
tain necessary receiver data of consequent EMC analysis and predic-
tion. The measured double-frequency diagrams serve as “topographic
maps” or “radiolocation panoramas” and contain information about all
the detected paths and effects. These maps or panoramas can be used
to perform quantitative analyses. Various measurements can be carried
out when signals are tuned tof1 andf2 at any point of the double-fre-
quency diagram image.

II. DFTS STRUCTURE

The basic block diagram of the DFTS is shown in Fig. 1. Key ele-
ments of the DFTS are RF signal generators 1, 2, and a computer with
a standard interface, e.g., IEEE-488. The computer is used to automat-
ically control the generators and to evaluate signal parameters at the
output of the receiver-under-test.

A distinctive feature of the DFTS is how test signals are changed
in a line-frame fashion; that is, the frequencyf1 of the first test signal
changes at a fast rate and the frequencyf2 of the second test signal
changes at a slow rate (or vice versa), which enables one to obtain
two-dimensional (2-D) raster images of double-frequency diagrams.

Typical operations performed on the output signal of the receiver-
under-test are amplification, detection (in case the signal at the output
of the intermediate frequency section of the receiver under test is an-
alyzed), frequency filtering (in case broad-band equipment is tested),
comparison to the fixed threshold levelUt, or multibit analog-to-digital
conversion. If necessary, additional modules are included in the DFTS
structure, for instance:

• as shown in Fig. 2, an RF signal generator 3 for generation of the
valid signal is added, for example, when a coherent receiver is
tested;

• equipment for measuring parameters of test signals (frequency,
power, and modulation parameters) utilized for initial calibration
of the DFTS;

• equipment to measure the output signal (frequency, level, and
modulation parameters) in order to perform standard measure-
ments of EMC characteristics and parameters and in order to per-
form identification and qualitative estimation of nonlinear effects
during the tests.

Specialized software is the principal part of the DFTS. This soft-
ware is used for control of all system elements during the preparatory
stage and test stages as well as for processing, storing, and output doc-
umenting test data. The software is responsible for implementation of
the following crucial operations and functions.

Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of the DFTS.

Fig. 2. Double-frequency testing of a coherent receiver.

• Calibration of the DFTS, selection of test signal parameters, and
selection of the receiver response conversion parameters.

• Changing test signal frequencies in a raster fashion (100–200
or more lines per frame) in coordinatesff1; f2g while synchro-
nously extracting information about the receiver response to test
signals in order to create a double-frequency diagram of the re-
ceiver.

• Displaying the image of the double-frequency diagram and
printing, compressing, and storing data in a database.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Double-frequency diagram of a radar receiver forUt=UN = 15 dB. (b) Double-frequency diagram of a radar receiver forUt=UN = 9 dB. (c)
Double-frequency diagram of a radar receiver forUt=UN = 3 dB.

• Performing procedures to identify elements of the double-fre-
quency diagram images (including identification of detected spu-
rious response paths and two-signal intermodulation paths).

• Controlling instrumentation during various automatic, semiauto-
matic, and step-by-step (“manual”) measurements of parameters
and characteristics of detected spurious response paths and inter-
modulation paths as well as of standardized EMC characteristics
of the receiver-under-test.

• Executing and managing special databases containing informa-
tion about parameters and results of tests.

III. EXAMPLES OFDOUBLE-FREQUENCYRECEIVERTESTING

Fig. 3(a)–(c) shows several images of double-frequency diagrams of
a microwave radar receiver for different ratios of threshold levelUt
to noise levelUN at the receiver output. These double-frequency di-
agrams contain images of the main receive channel and spurious re-
sponse paths that look as pairs of lines (one horizontalf2 = const:
and one verticalf1 = const:) crossing on the double-frequency di-
agram diagonalff1 = f2g. Some of images presented here are cre-

ated by spurious response paths formed by the first local oscillator
signal second and third harmonics and by spurious response paths cre-
ated during the second frequency conversion. Pairs of slanting lines
which are symmetric about the diagonal of the double-frequency di-
agram image represent intermodulation paths. The images shown in
these figures reveal the presence of intermodulation oscillations of the
second, third, and fifth order which are passed to the receiver output
by way of the main receive channel and by spurious response paths in-
cluding paths created by higher harmonics of local oscillator signals.
The techniques for identification of individual images are described in
[7]. The basic principles are presented in Section IV. Depending on the
complexity of the instrumentation, the DFTS provides various levels of
automated images identification, including “paths” of intermodulation
detected in the receiver-under-test. When the threshold levelUt is de-
creased during receiver response analyses, the ratioUt=UN decreases.
This is evident in Fig. 3(a), whereUt=UN = 15 dB, in Fig. 3(b), where
Ut=UN = 9 dB, and in Fig. 3(c), whereUt=UN = 3 dB. In Fig. 3(a),
notice the decrease in the number of noise outbursts registered on the
raster image of the double-frequency diagram. On the one hand, this
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Fig. 4. Double-frequency diagram of a receiver with high-level input.

leads to closer similarity between this receiver response detection tech-
nique and conventional radar object/target detection techniques. On the
other hand, this is an evidence of the fact that receivers can be tested
at small values of the ratioUt=UN due to regular structure of the ele-
ments of considered cross sections.

Decreasing theUt=UN ratio to 3� � �6 dB has practically no effect
on the detection and recognition adequacy of spurious response and
intermodulation paths since double-frequency diagram elements and
element groups have regular structure. Besides, testing with the use of
low values ofUt=UN > 0 dB makes it possible to display and analyze
receiver-under-test responses whose output levels are low and close to
the noise level at the receiver output (in particular, to display and ana-
lyze high-order intermodulation oscillations and responses on spurious
response paths formed by higher harmonics of local oscillator signals).
The DFTS may also be used ifUt=UN < 0 dB, but in this case, known
techniques for image detection and recognition in noise environment
or additional output signal filtering procedures (for example, additional
signal frequency or waveform filtering) should be applied.

Visual representation of double-frequency diagrams to a great ex-
tent depends on the test signals levels and the frequency ranges. The
double-frequency diagram image shown in Fig. 4 was obtained at test
signals levels which exceeded the threshold value of the receiver sus-
ceptibility to nonlinear effects (intermodulation) by 24 dB. In this case,
a large number of paths (components) of two-signal intermodulation is
present on the double-frequency diagram due to these excessive test
signal levels and, hence, it is almost impossible to choose compatible
frequency combinations of these very strong input signals.

The test procedure using the DFTS is completed by measuring EMC
parameters and characteristics of the receiver-under-test. The DFTS
system makes it possible to measure both standard and additional
EMC parameters and characteristics. Utilization of various system
aids (manual control of the system with the use of the cross-hair
pointer; automated tuning to the maximum sensitivity of a path or the
main receive channel; automated measurement and visualization of
the amplitude-frequency characteristic of a particular path; and tuning
to the main receive channel, etc.) allows one to measure parameters
of every detected path or effect at any point and on any line in the
double-frequency diagram. These measurements make it possible to
obtain a lot of additional information about signal susceptibility at

the receiver antenna input, which allows one to substantially increase
the efficiency of EMC analysis and prediction for radio equipment in
close proximity.

IV. M ETHODS FORIDENTIFICATION OF THE DOUBLE-FREQUENCY

DIAGRAM IMAGE COMPONENTS

The problem of identification of spurious response and intermod-
ulation paths detected on the double-frequency diagram is solved by
determining the coefficientsk1; k2; kg; kint [see (3)], for each of the
identified components. Fig. 5 contains the identification results for a
dual-frequency conversion 10-GHz band receiver with no input filters.
Sixteen images of spurious response paths and second- to third-order
intermodulation paths were identified as a result of this procedure. Pos-
sible variants of identification of detected spurious response and inter-
modulation paths on the basis of the DFTS are enumerated in Fig. 5.

1) Parameter Identification by Image Location on the Double-Fre-
quency Diagram: If the considered image is at the angle� with the
abscissa axis then

tg(�) = �
Gxk1
Gyk2

; Gx =
Df1
Dx

; Gy =
Df2
Dy

(4)

whereDf1; Df2 = the bandwidth amount of the frequency change
range for the first and second test signals, respectively, [Hz],Dx,Dy =
the horizontal and vertical size of the double-frequency diagram com-
ponent, respectively, [m],Gx,Gy—scale of the double-frequency dia-
gram image in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, [Hz/m].

Each image (line) on the double-frequency diagram is at a certain
angle� with the double-frequency diagram diagonalff1 = f2g. Hori-
zontal(k1 = 0) and vertical(k2 = 0) images (� = 45� forGx = Gy)
correspond to the main receive channel and spurious response paths,
images with other values of� correspond to intermodulation paths. If
the scale of the double-frequency diagram is equal in horizontal and in
vertical axes then:

• for �45� < � < 45� (0� < � < 90�), the coefficientsk1,
k2 have opposite signs, the coefficient whose modulo is of lesser
value is negative;

• if intermodulation image crosses the diagonalff1 = f2g from
bottom to top (0� < � < 45� or 45� < � < 90�) thenk1 > 0
andk2 < 0, for the symmetrical direction (�45� < � < 0� or
0� < � < 45�), we havek2 > 0 andk1 < 0;

• for � = 0 (� = 45�)we havejk1j = jk2j, k1 = �k2; for k1 > 0
this line is located below the diagonal of the double-frequency
diagram fork2 > 0, above the diagonal;

• for 45� < � < 135� (90� < � < 180�) both coefficients are
positive.

If the coordinatesfx1; y1g; fx2; y2) of two points on a line are mea-
sured on the double-frequency diagram then

k2=k1 = ((x1 � x2)Gx)=((y2 � y1)Gy): (5)

The information aboutkg may be obtained by comparing the
double-frequency diagrams for different tuned frequencies of the
receiver-under-test. In particular, if the receiver tuned frequency is
changed by a certain value�f , the spurious response path image
is displaced in the cross sectionf2 = const: (y = const:) by the
value�x = �f1=Gx and in cross sectionf1 = const: (x = const:)
by the value�y = �f2=Gy , thenkg = k1�f1=�f = k2�f2=�f .
Finally, if the receiver-under-test is tuned to a different frequency and
the location of the considered image (line) has not changed then the
corresponding receive channel or spurious response path is formed
independently of the local oscillator voltage(kg = 0).
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Fig. 5. Results of automated identification of linear and nonlinear paths detected in a radio receiver.

2) Identification with the Use of the Laws of Relative Location of
Receiver Spurious Response and Intermodulation Paths Images:On
the double-frequency diagram of the receiver-under-test, the images
of receiver spurious response and intermodulation paths form distinc-
tive (typical) groups; the most frequent of these groups are shown in
Fig. 6(a)–(g) (for the typical single-frequency conversion receiver with
fg = 10 GHz,kint = �1, fint = 1 GHz), and as described below.

• Groups of spurious response paths imagesk1f1 =
kgfg + kintfint, k2f2 = kgfg + kintfint forming typical
figures that look like embedded squares whose sides are divis-
ible and parallel to the coordinate axes [see Figs. 5 and 6(a),
6(e)–(g)], and

• Groups of images that form a node of images of theLth order on
the double-frequency diagram diagonalff1 = f2g in the point
Lf1 = Lf2 = kgfg + kintfint. This node of images includes

• horizontal and vertical images of the spurious response path
k1f1 = k2f2 = kgfg + kintfint; k1 = k2 = L;

• L�1 images of the intermodulation pathsk1f1+k2f2 with
the coefficientsk1 > 0; k2 > 0; k1 + k2 = L, that are at
the angle�=4 < � � �=2 about the diagonalff1 = f2g;

• pairs of the intermodulation paths images of the type(L+
m)f1;2 �mf2;1 = kgfg + kintfint and orderLm = L+
2m that are symmetric about the double-frequency diagram
diagonalff1 = f2g; m = 1; 2 � � �.

Fig. 6(a)–(d) shows typical and most common image nodes of
first to fourth order. These image groups can be easily identified
on double-frequency diagrams produced during actual tests and
are shown in Figs. 3–5, 7, and 12. The image group shown in
Fig. 6(a) (node of the first order formed by lines 1–10) is the
most common image group because it is created primarily by
the main receive channel and most dangerous intermodulation
types. The crosspoints (nodes) of images under considera-
tion are situated horizontally and vertically at the distance
�f1(L; kint) = �f2(L; kint) = kintfint=L from the point with
the coordinatesff1 = fg; f2 = fgg. Coordinates of theith and
j-th nodes having parametersfLi; kint ig andfLj ; kint jg differ
correspondingly by the value offint(kint i=Li � kint j=Lj);

• groups of images of the intermodulation paths of the type
m(f1;2 � f2;1) = fint;m = 1; 2 � � � and orderL = 2m
represented by lines that are parallel to the double-frequency

diagram diagonalff1 = f2g and are located at distances
�x = fint=mGx; �y = fint=mGy for axesX; Y from this
diagonal [see Fig. 6(e)].

On the double-frequency diagrams of some kinds of re-
ceivers-under-test, the above mentioned typical groups of receiver
spurious response and intermodulation paths images form distinctive
(typical) image compositions; some of the most frequent of these
compositions are contained on examples in Figs. 6(f), (g), 7, and 8
and described below.

1) Double-frequency diagram for a superheterodyne receiver with
an input parametric RF amplifier (RFA) typically [besides
the typical image node formed by the main receive channel
and odd-order intermodulation and shown in Fig. 6(a) and the
image group formed by even-order intermodulation of the type
m(f1;2�f2;1) = fint,m = 1; 2; � � � and shown in Fig. 6(e)] in-
cludes a number of specific image groups [see Fig. 6(f)]: a group
of intermodulation images(m + 1)f1;2 � mf2;1 = kintfint,
which are formed directly by penetration of intermodulation
components into the intermediate frequency band [lines 11–18
on Fig. 6(f)], and two second-order nodes of intermodulation
images formed by participation of RFA pump voltage with
frequencyfp = 2(fg + kintfint) [dot lines 5–10 on Fig. 6(f)].
By and large, the author believes that images shown in Fig.
6(a), (e), and (f) sufficiently facilitate visual identification of
experiment results shown in Fig. 7, which contains a double-fre-
quency diagram for a 10-GHz-band receiver with an input
parametric RFA. A characteristic feature of this double-fre-
quency diagram is the presence of a large number of high-order
intermodulation paths, which are created directly by penetration
of intermodulation components into the intermediate frequency
band [kg = 0 in (3)]. These paths are represented as pairs
of slanting lines placed symmetrically about the diagonal of
the double-frequency diagram in the top left and bottom right
quadrants of the image shown in Fig. 7. Presence of these
paths at a substantial distance from the tuned frequency of the
receiver means that the resonance circuit of the particular re-
ceiver-under-test paramertric RFA practically does not suppress
nonlinear spectral components created due to the influence of
strong signals on the amplifier. Similar images are created by a
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. (a)The first-order node, the most common node since it contains images formed by the main receive channel (lines 1 and 2). This node is formed by
intermodulation, receive channel and spurious response images of the following types. (b) The second-order node, which is formed with the contribution of
the local oscillator signal second harmonic and contains intermodulation and spurious response path images of the following types. (c)The third-order node,
which is formed with the contribution of the local oscillator signal third harmonic and contains intermodulation and spurious response path images of the
following types. (d) The fourth-order node, which is formed with the contribution of the local oscillator signal fourth harmonic and contains intermodulation
and spurious response path images of the following types.
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(e) (f)

(g)

Fig. 6. (Continued.) (e) A typical group of images formed by even-order intermodulation due to direct passage of test signals nonlinear conversion products
to the intermediate frequency path. This figure shows intermodulation and receive path images of the following types. (f) A typical group of images formed
by intermodulation and spurious response paths present in a superheterodyne receiver with a parametric RFA. This group contains the following images.
(g) A typical group of images formed by intermodulation and spurious response paths present in a superheterodyne receiver with a mixer at its input. This
group contains the following images.
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receiver with electronically controlled input frequency-selective
circuits with varicaps.

2) Double-frequency diagram for a superheterodyne receiver with
an input mixer, as a rule, has a specific structure shown in Fig.
6(g). This structure is one of the most common structures ob-
served in practice since it is formed by images created by the
main and image receive channels as well as images created by
intermodulation whose order is not higher than the third order. It
can easily be observed that this diagram contains typical image
nodes of first to third order and typical images created by inter-
modulationf1;2 � f2;1 = fint, shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c), (e). The
similarity of double-frequency diagrams for superheterodyne re-
ceivers with dual- and single-frequency conversion [see Figs. 5
and 6(g)] can be explained by the fact that the dual conversion
receiver-under-test employs efficient frequency filters that sup-
press spurious response paths for the second intermediate fre-
quency.

3) Fig. 8 shows a double-frequency diagram image of the UHF di-
rect conversion (RF-to-DC) radio receiver withfint = 0. The
main peculiarities of the double-frequency diagram for this re-
ceiver type are as follows:

• the coordinates of the image nodes shown in Fig. 6(a)–(d)
coincide—lines of all the nodes cross at the pointff1 =
fg; f2 = fgg, which corresponds to the receiver tuned
frequency.

• The group of images created by even-order intermodula-
tion and shown in Fig. 6(e) degenerate into the lineff1 =
f2g, which corresponds to the double-frequency diagram
diagonal.

The groups enumerated above do not represent a compre-
hensive description of all typical variants of relative location
of linear and nonlinear paths of signals passage to the receiver
output. However, these groups comprise most of the images
usually generated in double-frequency diagrams for super-
heterodyne receivers. By and large, such systematization of
double-frequency diagram elements enables one to carry out
significantly more efficient and accurate visual identification
of images. A training set of typical double-frequency diagrams
may be created to aid computer-based automatization of the
identification process.

3) Identification on the Basis of Measurement of Test Signals Values,
of Values ofn Frequencies of the Local Oscillator Signals, and of
the Signal Value at the Last Intermediate Frequency of the Receiver-
Under-Test(f1; f2; fg1; � � � ; fgn; fint): Identification of the consid-
ered images on the basis of the results of these measurements (for three
points that belong to a line on the double-frequency diagram when the
single frequency conversion superheterodyne receiver is tested) implies
solution of the following system:

z1f11 + z2f21 + z3fg1 = fint1
z1f12 + z2f22 + z3fg2 = fint2
z1f13 + z2f23 + z3fg3 = fint3

(6)

z1 =
k1
kint

; z2 =
k2
kint

; z3 = �
kg
kint

wheref1i; f2i; fgi; fint i = results of frequency measurements for
ith point of an image. This technique is easily automated and can be
implemented as a background computer calculation task. However, it
generally requires simultaneous measurement of values of frequencies
identified above for eachith point of the image in order to decrease the
influence on the estimation accuracy of valuesz1, z2, z3 due to insta-
bility of these frequencies. It is clear that the use of this technique for

identification of images obtained while testing ann frequency conver-
sion receiver implies measurement of test signals values, measurement
of values ofn frequencies of the local oscillator signals and measure-
ment of the signal value at the last intermediate frequency of the re-
ceiver-under-test inn + 2 points of each identified image created by
intermodulation and inn + 1 points of each identified image created
by the spurious response path.

4) Identification on the Basis of Comparison of Test Signals Modu-
lation (Keying) Parameters and Signal Modulation (Keying) Parame-
ters at the Receiver Intermediate Frequency Output:Implementation
of this technique requires the angle modulation (keying) on at least one
of the test signals. If this signal (for example, with the frequencyf1)
undergoes phase shift keying with an angle�'1 or frequency shift
keying with the deviation�f1, which is not wider than the bandwidth
of the studied receiver channel or path, then the parameters of angle
modulation of signals at the receiver input and output (�'int, �fint
for the intermediate frequency output) are in the following simple re-
lationship:

jk1j = �'int=�'1: or jk1j = �fint=�f1: (7)

This can be easily explained by the following. When a nonlinear el-
ement is influenced by two harmonic oscillations having amplitudes
U1, U2, and phases�1(t) = 2�f1t + '1@�2(t) = 2�f2t + '2

('1 and'2—initial oscillation phases) the phase of an intermodula-
tion oscillation of the typek1f1+k2f2 at the element output will equal
�k1f1+k2f2(t) = k1�1(t) + k2�2(t) + �	(U1; U2; f1; f2), where
�	(U1; U2; f1; f2) is the output oscillation phase shift caused by the
AM/PM conversiont is the time. Thus

• when the first harmonic test signal phase is changed by�'1,
we have�1(t) = 2�f1t + ('1 + �'1), and the intermodula-
tion oscillation phase is defined as�k1f1+k2f2(t) = 2�(k1f1+
k2f2)t+(k1'1+k2'2+k1�'1)+�	(U1; U2; f1; f2), where
k1�'1 is the output oscillation phase shift keying parameter.
This parameter is proportional to the desired coefficientk1; it is
obvious that if the phase shift keying is used we have to ensure
the uniqueness of solution, for example, by using�'1 � �;

• when the first harmonic test signal frequency is changed by�f1,
we have�1(t) = 2�(f1 + �f1)t + '1 and the intermodula-
tion oscillation phase is defined as�k1f1+k2f2(t) = 2�(k1f1+
k2f2+k1�f1)t+(k1'1+k2'2)+�	(U1; U2; f1; f2), where
k1�f1 is the output oscillation frequency shift keying parameter;
this parameter is proportional to the desired coefficientk1;

• for linear variation of the frequencyf1 of the first harmonic test
signal at the rate ofVf , we have�1(t) = 2�(f1 + Vf t)t+ '1,
and the intermodulation oscillation phase is defined as
�k1f1+k2f2(t) = 2�(k1f1 + k2f2 + k1Vf t)t + (k1'1 +
k2'2) + �	(U1; U2; f1; f2), wherek1Vf -linear variation rate
of the output oscillation frequency; this linear variation rate is
proportional to the desired coefficientk1. Possible ways to use
this fact for identification of a receiver-under-test are considered
in more detail below.

5) Identification on the Basis of Comparison of the Frequency
Change Rate of the Fast-Changed Test Signal and Frequency Change
Rate of the Receiver Response Signal to the Test Signal at the Inter-
mediate Frequency:The process of receiver testing with the use of
the double-frequency testing technique implies fast change of the test
signal having frequencyf1 in the bandwidthDf1 at a rateVf . For the
case of test signal passage to the receiver output via the channel (path)
[see (3)] the output signal change rate equalsVout = k1 � Vf . If the
DFTS is implemented in the analog mode which provides continuous
change of test signals frequencies [1], the use of known measuring
equipment for measuring the linearly modulated signal frequency
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Fig. 7. Double-frequency diagram for a receiver with a parametric RFA.

Fig. 8. Double-frequency diagram of a RF-to-DC radio receiver(f = 0).

change rate implemented on the basis of the delay lines [10] provides
the capability for automated identification of images immediately
during the generation of the receiver double-frequency diagram.

Fig. 9 shows the simplest block diagram of a device that makes it
possible to measure the parameterVf . Filtering of low-frequency com-
ponents of the signal which is a product of a signal with linear varying
frequencyf1 = fmin + Vf t and of the signal’s copy delayed byTd
whose frequency isf1 = fmin+Vf (t�Td), makes it possible to form

Fig. 9. Block diagram of a device for beat signal generation. The beat signal
frequencyf is proportional to the input signal frequency sweeping rateV .

a signal with the beat frequencyfb = VfTd which is proportional
to the parameterVf . When this device is connected to the receiver-
under-test intermediate frequency output, the intermodulation signal
of the typek1f1 + k2f2 will form the signal with the beat frequency
fb im = jk1jVfTd.

The delay time of the signal at the output of the intermediate fre-
quency section of the receiver-under-testTd out (which facilitates for-
mation of not less thanK periods of oscillation of difference frequency
(beat signal) at the output of the equipment measuring the magnitude
Vout if the intermodulation oscillation with the frequencyk1f1+k2f2
falls into the passband�f of the receiver-under-test) is determined by
the relationship

Td out = 2KJ=(jk1j�f); J = maxfjk1jg: (8)

The relationship given by (8) determines the structure of the device
for estimation of the values ofjk1j. The relationship is implemented
using multichannel equipment for measuring ofVout on the basis of
the multidrop delay line, which is used to determine the number of the
path containing the beat signal with the frequency�f=2.

A simplified variant of this technique can be implemented by direct
measurement and comparison of values ofVf ; Vout when the change
rate for the test signal frequencyf1 is Vf � 0:1�f2=J and the delay
of the receiver-under-test intermediate frequency signal isTd out �
5=�f . In this case, the duration of intermodulation signal present in the
intermediate frequency section of the receiver-under-test istint(k1) �
10J=(jk1j�f)� Td out and the period of beat signal oscillation at the
output of the measuring equipment isTb im = 1=fb im � tint(k1)=5
for anyjk1j < J . To measureTb im, it is quite sufficient to form at the
output of the device shown in Fig. 9(a) radio pulse whose duration is
tint(k1) and which contains no less than three to four full beat oscilla-
tion periods.

Due to the fact that double-frequency diagram is symmetric about
the diagonalff1 = f2g, the obtained valuejk1j = Vout=Vf for one of
the symmetric images is equal to the valuejk2j of the other symmetric
images, which facilitates their complete identification by means of the
described technique.

Taking into account the possibilities for identification of double-fre-
quency diagrams described above, some results of testing of a receiver
shown in Figs. 3–5, 7, 8 prove that the DFTS is very efficient in detec-
tion and identification of spurious response and intermodulation paths
present in a receiver that operates in severe electromagnetic environ-
ment. These results illustrate the capability to study the peculiarities
inherent in receivers with various structures.
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Fig. 10. Double-frequency testing of RF signal generator or transmitter.

V. ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONALITIES OF DFTS

A. Testing of Radiotransmitters and RF Generators for Susceptibility
to Nonlinear Effects

The double-frequency testing principle can be utilized to study in-
termodulation oscillation processes formation in RF generators and ra-
diotransmitters. The following conditions must be met to implement
these tests.

• The test signal levels shall be close to the signal level at the output
of the generator-under-test (transmitter) and test signal frequency
change ranges shall include domains of maximum susceptibility.

• Isolating elements (isolators, circulators etc.) and frequency-se-
lective elements (filters) shall be used in order to protect the test
signal generators outputs from strong signals of the tested device.
Attenuators are also required to reduce the signal level prior to its
passage to the linear receiver output so as to enable detection and
registration of comparatively low-level intermodulation oscilla-
tions.

Intermodulation oscillation frequenciesfIM(k1; k2; ktr) are related
to frequenciesf1; f2; ftr of signals participating in intermodulation
formation by the following linear equation with integer coefficients:

k1f1 + k2f2 + ktrftr = fIM(k1; k2; ktr);

k1; k2; ktr = 0;�1;�2; � � � ;

minfjk1j + jk2j + jktrjg = 2: (9)

Fig. 10 shows the basic block diagram of the test configuration for
double-frequency testing of RF generators. If an intermodulation oscil-
lation falls into the passband of the registering linear receiver tuned to
the frequencyf0 and the level of this oscillation exceeds the receiver
sensitivity this oscillation is registered as the corresponding graphic
line element of the double-frequency diagram image.

Fig. 11 presents the results of double-frequency testing of an
IMPATT (impact avalanche and transit time) diode generator [1], [3].
Testing was conducted under the following conditions.

• The IMPATT diode generator-under-test provided oscillation
generation at the frequency 8.4 GHz.

• The analogue DFTS generated two test signals whose levels
equaled�10 dB with respect to the IMPATT diode generator
signal and underwent linear frequency modulation in the fre-
quency rangesDf1 = Df2 = [8:9 � � � 9:5] GHz.

• The linear receiver utilized as the registering device was tuned to
fixed frequencies in the rangef0 2 [8:5 � � � 8:8] GHz.

Some very interesting results were obtained under these conditions.
In particular, intermodulation oscillations were registered in the IM-

Fig. 11. Double-frequency diagram for an IMPATT diode generator showing
nonlinear dependence of frequencies of some intermodulation oscillations on
test signal frequenciesf , f .

PATT diode generator whose frequencies hadnonlinear dependence
on frequenciesf1, f2 of the test signals (their images are shown as hy-
perbolas in Fig. 11). These intermodulation oscillations were registered
simultaneously with the usual intermodulation oscillations whose im-
ages are straight lines that are parallel to the double-frequency diagram
diagonal and cross the “anomalous” curves.

The reason for this anomaly is related to the fact that under the in-
fluence of the test signals, a spurious noise oscillation that causes the
“anomalous” intermodulation oscillations is present in the IMPATT
diode generator-under-test output oscillation spectrum. The frequency
of this spurious noise oscillation depends on the frequencies of test sig-
nals.

The abovementioned nonlinear dependence effect is an evidence of
the fact that cases are possible when the conventional linear frequency
intermodulation analysis does not provide perfectly reliable prediction
of all the possible intermodulation oscillations frequencies.

B. Testing of Nonlinear Two-Port Radio Devices (Amplifiers and RF
Converters)

The double-frequency testing technique of two-port devices is im-
plemented using the configuration shown in Fig. 12. The filter and at-
tenuator shown ensure the radioreceiver operation in the linear mode
and ensure matching of the two-port device output and the linear re-
ceiver input noise levels. Similarly, to the case shown in Fig. 10, the
radioreceiver in the diagram shown in Fig. 12 provides detection and
registration of low-level intermodulation oscillations. Measurement of
oscillation parameters makes it possible to identify the character of the
two-port device nonlinearity. The diagram fragments which are usually
used for testing two-port devices are outlined in Fig. 6(a) (areasa; b)
using coordinatesff1; f2g. The technique for measurement of nonlin-
earity parameters inherent to transfer characteristics of two-port radio
devices and the technique for construction of equivalent polynomial
models (up to nineteenth to twenty-first order) of these characteristics
are contained in the [1], [4], and [8].

Compared to conventional utilization of a spectrum analyzer for
measurement of intermodulation components at the output of the
two-port radio device, the use of double-frequency testing technique
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Fig. 12. Double-frequency testing of RF nonlinear elements and devices (RF
& IF amplifiers, mixers, etc.).

Fig. 13. Double-frequency diagram of a traveling-wave tube amplifier.

Fig. 14. Double-frequency diagram of a gunn diode amplifier.

provides a more convenient visualization of these components, thus
ensuring easier identification of the spectral components. Another
advantage is that it provides a method to visualize and measure
specific phenomena which occur in two-port radio devices under the
influence of strong interference. An example is the intermodulation
generated in a two-port radio device with spurious excitation under
the influence of a high-level external signal.

To illustrate, let us consider and compare double-frequency diagrams
of experimental RF amplifiers in which a traveling-wave tube (TWT)
and Gunn diodes are employed. These images were obtained with the
use of the analog 10-GHz DFTS.

Fig. 13 shows the double-frequency diagram image of the TWT am-
plifier. This image contains the intermodulation components of the type
(m+1)f1 �mf2, (m+1)f2�mf1,m = 1; 2; � � � 7, from the com-
ponents of the third order (the widest slanted lines in the left top and
right bottom parts of the image) up to components of the thirteenth to
fifteenth order (lines approaching the double-frequency diagram diag-
onalf1 = f2 whenm is increased). The image was obtained for equal
test signals frequency change rangesDf1 = Df2 = Df and by tuning
the receiver frequencyf0 approximately toDf=3 below the lower test
signals frequency boundaries (areaa in Fig. 6(a)).

Fig. 14 shows the double-frequency diagram image of the solid-state
Gunn diode amplifier. This image was obtained for the same test sig-
nals frequency change rangesDf1 = Df2, tuned frequencyf0 and
passband�f of the linear receiver (Fig. 12), as used for the TWT am-
plifier testing. This diagram also contains the images of intermodula-
tion components of the type(m+1)f1�mf2, (m+1)f2�mf1,m =
1; 2; � � � 7. However, in this case, there are additional specific nodes of
three-signal intermodulation on the diagonalf1 = f2 that indicate the
presence of spurious signals in the specific amplifier-under-test. Dis-
appearance of some lines of these nodes at a certain distance from the
double-frequency diagram diagonal indicates that the formation of spu-
rious signals is of unstable character and is present only for limited (not
more than 200–300 MHz) detuningsjf1 � f2j of test signals.

C. Testing of Radioreceivers with 2-D Panoramic Displays

When the double-frequency testing technique is applied to radiore-
ceivers with CRT’s or to other panoramic displays, e.g., radar station
radioreceivers, there is a possibility of synchronizing the frequency
sweeping and the display ray scanning. Thus, it is possible to obtain
the double-frequency diagram image directly on the screen of the radar
station display. In this case, receiver sensitivity and susceptibility at its
antenna input can be determined on the basis of the threshold proce-
dure [see (2)] as well as on images detected on the radar station screen
when in a test mode.

Fig. 15 shows the double-frequency diagram image on the Tu-134
aircraft surveillance radar screen. This diagram was obtained in screen-
polar coordinatesf�; Rg and shows the main and image frequency
channels that look like circles and dark radial bands. The structure of
the circles and radial bands is determined by the form of the receiver
passband frequency selectivity characteristic. The spiral images repre-
sent third order intermodulation in the main and image channels; the
double flat spiral present in the second, third, and fourth quadrants of
the double-frequency diagram represent second-order intermodulation
in the intermediate frequency path. Visual identification of individual
components on the double-frequency diagram displayed in polar co-
ordinates may prove to be difficult. However, in general, the imple-
mentation of these tests is very simple and test diagrams enables one
to detect the presence of spurious response and intermodulation paths
and to characterize the paths.

Double-frequency testing of a radar receiver which employs a plan-
position display or a sector display requires that the following condi-
tions be fulfilled.
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Fig. 15. Double-frequency diagram of the Tu-134 plane radar receiver.

• Initial synchronization of the radial beam sweep and frequency
change of the first test signal frequencyf1; the frequency change
periodTf1 for this signal should not exceed the scan periodTR
of the beam over the radiusR : TR � Tf1.

• Initial synchronization of the beam sweep over the azimuth�
and frequency change of the second test signal frequencyf2; the
frequency change periodTf2 for this signal should not exceed the
scan periodT� of the beam over the azimuth� : T� � Tf2.

• Sweeping of test signals should be triggered by drive pulses of
radial and azimuth radar display sweep.

If these conditions are fulfilled we have the possibility to display
the double-frequency diagram of a radar receiver in polar coordinates
f�;Rg. The possible variants of form and content of obtained diagrams
and images may be studied in more detail by converting typical double-
frequency diagrams shown in Fig. 6(a)–(g) into polar coordinates using
the following substitutions in (3):

f1 =
f1max � f1min

Rmax

R+ f1min

f2 =
f2max � f2min

��
�+ f2min

0 � R � Rmax; 0 � � � �� � 2�

f1max � f1 � f1min; f2max � f2 � f2min: (10)

In (10), ��—variation range width of the beam sweep azimuth�;
Rmax-radial beam sweep amplitude. Diagrams shown in Fig. 6(a)–(e),
(g) are formed forf1min = f2min = 8 GHz,f1max = f2max = 12
GHz; for the diagram shown in Fig. 6(f),f1min = f2min = 4 GHz.

In conclusion, we would like to note that the DFTS test signals
change rateVf is limited due to undesirable dynamic effects in the
receiver-under-test or in the recording linear receiver shown in Figs.
10 and 12. These undesirable dynamic effects are similar to the known
effects that are observed when signals with high frequency sweeping
rate are used for measuring frequency selectivity characteristics of

narrow-band receivers. In order to evaluate the limits on the frequency
change rate of test signals and on the minimum possible time of
double-frequency diagram creation, it is necessary to take account of
the following.

• The frequency change rateVk1f1+k2f2 of the intermodulation
oscillation of the typek1f1 + k2f2 is jk1j times higher than the
rateVf1 at which the frequencyf1 of the test signal is changed
and is equal to:Vk1f1+k2f2 = k1Vf1.

• Dynamic effects may be neglected if the frequency change rates
for test signals and intermodulation oscillations are not higher
than (0.2–0.3)(�f)2 [1], [4].

• Thus, when intermodulations up to and fifteenth to twentieth
order inclusive are to be recorded, it is necessary to ensure
the fulfillment of the following condition:Vf < (�f)2=30
[Hz/sec].

• In this case, forN lines in the image of the double-frequency
diagram in the rangesDf1 = Df2 = Df , the durationTC
of the operation cycle is determined by the relationshipTC >
30N � Df=(�f)2.

It is apparent that the value ofTC forN = 27–28 ranges from fractions
of a second or to several seconds (when broad-band radioreceivers,
one-port and two-port radio devices are tested) and up to tens of min-
utes (when narrow-band radio receivers are tested over a broad fre-
quency range).

VI. BASIC RESULTS OFDFTS UTILIZATION

Practical experience of using the DFTS for testing of radio broad-
casting, radar, radio communications, radio monitoring, and other re-
ceivers in various frequency bands has shown that

• DFTS makes it possible to significantly enhance the quality of
receiver design due to timely detection and adjustment of the
most undesirable paths and due to improvements in matching in-
dividual receiver elements in order to optimize the receiver design
for EMC control.

• DFTS makes it possible to readily investigate the EMC cosite per-
formance, especially for local ground-based and on-board radio
systems.

• New phenomena were discovered during the utilization of the
DFTS including:

• the creation of intermodulation oscillations in generators
characterized by anonlinearfrequency dependency [1];

• the relationship between characteristics of spurious excita-
tion of input receiver stages and characteristics of receiver
intermodulation under a strong signal.

• DFTS allows one to use numerous methods and means of detec-
tion, identification, and measurement of parameters of objects:

• correlation methods, input/output signal comparison
methods, and geometric methods for detection and identi-
fication of objects;

• techniques for detection and evaluation of path parameters
with the use of the “noise path images”;

• conventional methods for compressing, storing, and pro-
cessing images.

• The DFTS can be implemented with a conventional modern mea-
surement system for standard testing of receivers; in this case,
only development (customization) of the DFTS software and an
adequate computer to process double-frequency diagram images
and run databases are required.
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• The DFTS makes it possible to measure parameters of nonlin-
earity of input RF amplifiers of a receiver including parameters of
high (fifteenth to twenty-fifth) orders [1], which make possible:

• representation of rough (blocking, crosstalk) and more
subtle (intermodulation, local oscillator noise conversion)
nonlinear phenomena in a wide range of inputs;

• utilization of “fast” EMC analysis [8], [9] using discrete
models of the interference environment and the fast Fourier
transform (FFT).

VII. CONCLUSION

The author believes that the material presented above is sufficiently
comprehensive to characterize the functionality enhancement of con-
ventional equipment for two-signal testing of radio receivers, two-port
radio devices (RF amplifiers, mixers, etc.) and one-port devices (gen-
erators), which may be achieved by using the principles of raster-like
changing of test signals frequencies combined with visualization of test
results as 2-D raster images of double-frequency diagrams. The pre-
sented technique for double-frequency testing is very efficient for ex-
tracting information about receiver susceptibility at the antenna input.
This technique permits prompt detection and identification of all ex-
isting linear and nonlinear signal paths that cause interference at the re-
ceiver antenna input, which is of interest with regard to receiver system
planning. The technique is especially useful at the early development
stages since it enables the EMC engineer to conduct painstaking re-
search in order to provide detailed data, thus facilitating design deci-
sions, particularly with regard to testing receiver elements and circuits
for purposes of EMC prediction.
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FDTD Analysis of Noise Radiation and Propagation

N. H. Younan, C. D. Taylor, and M. R. Zunoubi

Abstract—The analysis of effects from noise illumination of electrical
and electronic systems is complicated by stochastic rather than determin-
istic variables. In this short paper, an analysis technique is presented for
noise propagation, where the noise is modeled as a time series of discrete
time impulses with amplitudes computed by a white Gaussian noise simula-
tion. Using the noise source to simulate the drive of an appropriate antenna,
the analysis of the radiated noise signal is accomplished through the use of
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) formulation. The presented tech-
nique is verified by a comparison with the results obtained from using the
method of moments and a wire antenna radiator. In addition, limitations,
stability, and applicability of the presented formulation are discussed.

Index Terms—FDTD, noise modeling, radiation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern electronic systems and devices are rapidly decreasing in size
and operating at lower and lower voltages. As a result, noise vulnera-
bility has become increasingly more important. The analysis of effects
from noise illumination is often complicated by stochastic rather than
deterministic variables and by nonlinear responses, i.e., responses in-
volving terminal protection devices, magnetic shielding, rectification,
etc., and by the presence of anisotropic materials such as composites.
Generally, a simple analytical analysis is not possible. However, with
the advent of ready access to high-performance computing, numerical
modeling of electromagnetic effects is a viable option in both design
and analysis.

Introduced first by Yee [1], the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) technique has been proven to be a convenient and effective
tool for time-domain analysis of various electromagnetic problems
including anisotropic and nonlinear materials and devices. Recently,
Zunoubi et al. [2] have demonstrated that the FDTD technique can
be efficiently used to determine the radiation from an antenna driven
from a discrete time impulse source. Therefore, it is possible to use
the FDTD method to determine radiation from an antenna driven from
a time series of discrete time impulses.

In order to analyze noise radiation and propagation, the output from
a noise source is modeled as a time series of discrete time impulses
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